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OK people, I have a confession to make. I really could not be much less interested 
in participating in contemporary praise & worship as it is currently manifest in most 
church services in the West (and indeed in many globally). I really enjoy listening to 
most teaching/preaching, it's great meeting other believers for the first time, 
hearing testimonies, learning about how God is at work locally and abroad, 
studying the Word together, and especially praying together with others for all 
kinds of things. 
No need to detail the reasons why this is so, but it is. I'm not positionally against 
congregational singing, definitely not! Those of you who know me know how much 
I love music! I just tend to switch off mentally and spiritually during that part of 
services, or think about/pray about other things. And I suspect I'm not alone... 
What to do? Where to go? 
	
Timothy Halls I have trouble imagining that current worship practices have much similarity with those practiced if the people of 
God in other times and places. And it feels like we are trying now to fill our habitual practices with emotion, or reproduce 
emotional highs. And we separate “the Lord’s presence” from all the cosmos as we tend to equate it with a set of songs led by a 
leader in a highly produced setting.  
 
So now, when we read Biblical references to worship we imagine it’s referring to our current cultic practices, as if they did these 
practices in those days. And as if reproducing their practices = true worship. 
	
Peter Dolman I have found much joy and connection (horizontally and vertically) in simple worship. A guitar or two, a handful 
of honest and humble voices. Mostly it's when it's all about Him and not about me or even us. I'm less so with big productions and 
lots of lights and glitter, pro sound boards, and what I see as "entertainment". I don't go to be entertained, but I do realize that 
some do so I'm not sure whatbto do about it. 
	
Scott Grubb Jason, I too, am a musician and have gone in and out of the throes of worship leading, corporate rejection and about 
everything in between. The difficulty, I find, is the personal connection to God and my fellow worshippers in the midst of a 
‘show’ and I am constantly evaluating the truth of the lyrics on display before me.  
 
Corporate worship is for the corporate worship of the local fellowship of believers. I struggle with the individualistic approach 
that much of the contemporary worship portrays. Further, the worship lyrics often seem like a watered down form of evangelism 
rather than a focused homage to the Holy God.  
 
If Christ’s proclamation of true worshippers worshipping God in spirit and in truth is correct (I have no reason to consider 
otherwise), then my connection with His mind and His Spirit is most important. What is less important: the show, the likeability, 
the ministry, what I get out of it. God is to be worshipped. I am to decrease; he is to increase. God desires to be worshipped - His 
way - a way that is acceptable to Him. I’m not preaching to anyone but me.  
 
I love to worship through the Psalms. 
	
Scott Grubb This is a very interesting topic and I have enjoyed reading others’ comments. My comments express a simplified 
version of my thoughts. Corporate worship is both for the congregation’s devotion, affection and worship to and of God Himself. 
It is also for the edification of the congregation. Therein lies the challenge. Giving God acceptable worship requires theological 
understanding and discernment. But it is also not so complex that even the least of us can participate.  
 



None of this, however, is happening in a vacuum. We don’t start from zero and add worship and edification. We can’t simply start 
over and just ‘do worship’. Much of our efforts are taking something that ‘is’ and adding/subtracting elements to make worship fit 
more of our understanding and/or liking. There is no greater or lesser value to this. It just is.  
 
So does this reduce our efforts in preference and understanding so much that the point is now moot? I don’t think so. Truth is still 
truth. God is still active as His Spirit seals us, councils us, ministers to us, even worships for us. We are participants in God’s 
grace, mercy and message. Our participation in Him, with Him and through Him are ultimately for God’s glory; yet we are 
blessed as we participate. We don’t have a material formula for good worship that is universal throughout the church, but we do 
have a philosophical method and attitude. Romans 12:1-2 
	
Kara Mandryk Of course I'd have much to say on this professionally and academically but experientially I would say that 
liturgies that have music and singing thoughout the service resonate with me, and especially sung liturgies. The lengthy 'song set' 
seems to have more potential to veer into emotionalism, or a lack of congregational participation, or all the songs sounding 
basically the same. I honestly think the sung liturgy is the way to go, regardless of the style - the music serves the text, which have 
been honed and measured over time and build upon each other in the narrative of the service. Other songs can be added and 
interspersed within the story of the service, but the text of the liturgy anchors it.. 
	
Martin Turner Just thinking about the musical side for a moment: 
I've been looking at a lot of research on musical preferences over the last couple of years, beginning 
here: https://gosling.psy.utexas.edu/.../short-test-of-music.../ 
What it boils down to is that we all have musical preferences (Mellow/Intense; Sophisticated/Unpretentious; 
Contemporary/Nostalgic; Interactive/Audience), and these go very deep. 
However, contemporary worship tends to fit into just one of these (the 'Unpretentious' category, alongside pop, country and 
children's music). For anyone who prefers other meta-genres, this can really grate. I've watched Christian musicians over many 
years migrate from the contemporary worship scene to high church choral music, not because they are necessarily attracted to 
high church theology, but because they find the 'banality' of contemporary worship music getting in the way. At the same time, 
I've also watched congregations migrate from high church choral music to contemporary worship because it is 'distant' or (even) 
'showing off'.  
We're beginning to work on how to reconcile some of these issues within the Belgian context. We don't have the answer yet, but 
we are asking the questions. 
	
Stu Ward Jason, in the nicest possible way, it's not about you! It's about worshipping God together as a community. 
	
Jason Mandryk And yet, when sizeable chunks of that community are feeling marginalised and isolated from the communal 
experience, nobody thinks that perhaps a change in how we do worship (i.e. "sing songs", unfortunately) is overdue? 
	
Andy Milligan I got to meet and hang out with Dave Andrews at a conference in Germany. He has a collection of songs that are 
as close as any I’ve found to what we’re describing: personal expression of worship made in a community of friends that shares a 
musical language (sound) that is collaborative and authentic to their musical tastes and 
abilities... http://www.daveandrews.com.au/songs.html 
	
Jahnn Cooper Anyway, to be honest, I believe this comment Jason is not at all helpful to unite Church in its diversity, but rather 
seems hostile towards a form of worship that SO SO many do engage with and encounter God in! Unity in diversity !!! Please ! 
	
Jason Mandryk It seems a big part of the problem is that musical worship suffers from a LACK of diversity...that's part of the 
disconnect and disillusionment of so many. God's global family, even in its local expressions, is beautifully, profoundly diverse. 
Music itself is beautifully, profoundly diverse. Why doesn't most sung worship in the church reflect this reality? 
	
Jahnn Cooper Good point. I would suggest it’s in great part a generational issue. Younger generations are much more “global” 
due to social media. And the gap between generations has quickly become larger! How do we respect and promote the likes of 
younger generations , while also look for that diversity for those who would like something more contextual, different? Is it 
providing a “food garden” of worship styles in the same church. I would still suggest we should not begin by being over critical 
towards the styles we don’t like; even if it seems superficial that many young people like all the same stuff. 
	
Peter Dolman Dear Jahnn 
I have thought a lot about this today, and I disagree. There is no hostility in Jason's honest question. As for unity, it is too often 
used as a means of silencing the voices we disagree with. Unity in diversity means living in the tension of different opinions and 
practices - yours, mine, Jason's, Orthodox, Charismatic, Liturgical, etc, etc. So enjoy the honest enquiry that you disagree with. 
That's what maintaining the unity of the Holy Spirit in the bond of peace looks like. 
 
Unity. Not uniformity. 
	
Jahnn Cooper Thanks Peter, you’re right, there is no hostility in his comment, but many comments do seem to be over critical 
towards contemporary worship itself, when the main problem is not necessarily there (of course there is no ONE ideal style of 



worship), but rather in diverse likes in the Church and how to attend to these. In that sense I suggest we promote diversity without 
disregarding what others do engage with and encounter God with powerfully. I have a sister in law that has recently joined a well 
known contemporary style worship Church. She’s healed in so many ways and cannot be more blessed and growing in her faith. 
	
http://www.theworkofthepeople.com/my-neighbors-music	
	
Richard Twiss chats about the "oneness" of the Trinity, our cultural preferences, and our incompleteness without 
our neighbor's music. 
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"...there's something ontologically meaningful about singing ... perhaps rooted in 
God himself (Thomas Carlyle used to say that music is the language of the angels; 
Tolkien rightly mythologised in the Silmarillion about God singing the cosmos into 
existence, with our human story moving from unity, to dissonance, and ultimately 
to harmony as God tunes us in through the Son ... think Jeremy Begbie's work on 
theology of music). 
Given that singing corporately is cross-cultural and across time, I think it does have 
a pride of place in worship. It's something we learn to love, and are shaped through 
doing. BUT, not to the exclusion of other (equally) formative practices of whole life 
whole body worship." 
-comment by Dave Benson 
 
http://healthyleaders.com/is-evangelical-worship-headed-for-a-huge-crash/	
	

Is Evangelical Worship Headed for a Huge Crash? 

Jamie Brown 
	

Recently, I spent a couple of days attending a worship leader conference featuring many 

well-known speakers and worship leaders. The conference was held about 15 minutes 

down the road from me, so it was an opportunity I couldn’t pass up. I’m glad I went. 



I met some new people, heard some thought-provoking teaching, enjoyed some good 

meals and conversations with worship leader friends, and experienced in person some of 

the modern worship trends that are becoming the norm in evangelicalism. 

It was eye-opening in many ways. 

Over the last few days, I’ve been processing some of what I saw and heard. 

The hosts did a fantastic job of putting on a worship conference that exposed the 

attendees to a wide variety of resources, techniques, workshops, songs, new artists, 

approaches, teachings, and perspectives. 

I thought of Mark Twain’s famous quote, “If you don’t like the weather in New England, 

just wait five minutes.” The same could be said of this conference. It’s an intentionally 

eclectic mix of different speakers, teachers, worship leaders and performers from 

different traditions, theological convictions and worship leading philosophies. You’ll hear 

and see some stuff you like and agree with, and then five minutes later you’ll hear and see 

some stuff you don’t agree with at all. 

It’s good for worship leaders to experience this kind of wide exposure from time to time, 

and this national conference certainly provided it. 

Yet throughout the conference, at different sessions with different worship leaders from 

different circles, using different approaches and leading with different bands, I picked up 

on a common theme. 

It’s been growing over the last few decades. And to be honest, it’s a troubling theme. 



And if this current generation of worship leaders doesn’t change this theme, then 

corporate worship in evangelicalism really is headed for a major crash. 

It’s the theme of performance-ism. 

� The worship leader as the performer. 

� The congregation as the audience. 

� The sanctuary as the concert hall. 

It really is a problem. It really is a thing that is happening more and more. And we 

really can’t allow it to become the norm. 

Worship leaders, we must identify and kill performance-ism while we can. 

It’s not rocket science. 

� Sing songs people know (or can learn easily). Sing them in congregational keys. 

� Sing and celebrate the power, glory and salvation of God. 

� Serve your congregation. Saturate them with the Word of God. 

� Get your face off the big screen. 

� Use your original songs in extreme moderation. 

� Err on the side of including as many people as possible in what’s going on. 

� Keep the lights up. 



� Stop talking so much. 

� Don’t let loops/lights/visuals become your outlet for creativity at the expense of 

the centrality of the gospel. 

� Point to Jesus. Don’t draw attention to yourself. 

� Don’t sing songs with bad lyrics or weak theology. 

� Tailor your worship leading, and the songs you pick, to include the largest cross-

section of your congregation that you can. 

� Lead pastorally. 

I am a worship music nerd. I listen to a lot of it. I follow the recent developments. I know 

who’s out there (sort of). I try to keep up (it’s not easy). 

Even I didn’t know most of the songs that we were supposed to be singing along to at the 

conference. I tuned out. I sat down. I tweeted. I texted my wife. I gave up. 

You’re not reading the ramblings of a curmudgeony guy complaining about all the new-

fangled things the kids are doing these days, with their drums and tom-toms and electric 

geetars. You’re reading the heart-cry of a normal guy who’s worried about what 

worship leaders are doing to themselves and their congregations. 

People are tuning out and giving up and just watching. 

This is not a criticism of any particular individual, group, or even the conference. I do 

think they could make some changes to more intentionally model an approach to worship 

leading that isn’t so weighted on the performance side. As I said, this conference exposed 



us to what’s out there in the (primarily) evangelical worship world. The trend was 

glaringly evident to me. 

It’s what’s out there that’s increasingly a problem. 

Worship leaders: Step back. Take a deep breath. Think about it. 

Do we really want to go down this road? It will result in a crash. 

Back up. Recalibrate. Serve your congregations, point them to Jesus, help them sing 

along and sing with confidence. 

Get out of the way, for God’s sake. 

+++	
Darren Dakers https://andrewsoerens.wordpress.com/.../are-worship-blog.../ 
 
- what might you find helpful (and unhelpful) in this “rebuttal style” article? 
	
https://andrewsoerens.wordpress.com/2017/11/07/are-worship-blog-posts-headed-for-a-crash/	
	
Are Worship Blog Posts Headed for a Huge Crash? 
NOVEMBER 7, 2017 / ANDREW SOERENS 

This is my worship blog post about worship blog posts. 

Dear bloggers, we’ve heard it all before. They’re doing it wrong, modern worship is bad, it’s all 
performance, people aren’t singing, modern songs are shallow / me-centered / unbiblical / 
heretical, etc.. 
You’re not helping. 

You might actually be doing harm. 
How? The more this stuff goes around social media, the more critical people are stirred up and 
empowered. If I read your post and then on Sunday see things on the stage that confirm your 
criticism, it’s going to be hard to worship. Even if I wasn’t critical before, you may have 
damaged my attitude. I may start focusing on the band, the lights, the people around me, the 
song choices, the keys, the outfits, the hair styles, etc.. 
What I should be focusing on is Jesus! 



I read this comment on one of these posts and it has stuck with me ever since: 

“Complainers complain. Worshippers worship. And for some reason we all freak out when 
complainers aren’t worshipping.” – Mark Brooks 
Let’s stop complaining and start worshiping. 

I’m not saying you don’t have a point. You probably do. But your blog isn’t helping. It’s just 
creating and empowering complainers. 
If there really is something unhealthy going on at your church, try to fix it. Talk to leaders. 
Pray. Offer to help. Become part of the solution. 

But quit assuming you know how all churches should worship. 

If you MUST blog on worship, why not keep it positive? Post things that will encourage people 
to enter into worship regardless of the trappings. 
Here are some topic ideas to get all you worship bloggers started: 

� Keep your eyes on Jesus. He’s the only one that matters. 
� It’s not about the songs or the style 
� Concentrate on the attributes of God 
� Remember all He’s done for you as you sing 

� Encouragement: The Key to Influence. 
� Leaders listen to encouragers 
� Selfless serving is the ultimate encouragement 
� Talk to others about what’s great about your church 

� Worship when it’s loud. Worship when it’s quiet. 
� If it’s too loud, try changing seats 
� Try using earplugs (don’t be obvious – no neon!) 
� Enjoy the immersive sound – feel it 
� Imagine heaven with thousands upon thousands worshiping! 

� It’s not about the songs. It’s about your heart. 
� Worshipers worship 
� Expose yourself to new worship songs 
� Prepare your heart for worship 
� Fix your eyes on Jesus 

� Worship Every Day! 
� Spend time every day in worship 
� Immerse yourself in worship 

� Create a tutorial showing how to use Spotify/Pandora to create worship playlists / 
stations. 

� Body, Mind, and Spirit – Engage your entire person in worship! 
� Engage your mind with the powerful message of each song 
� Get physical! Move, clap, sway, bow, dance, shout. 
� Check your heart – out with the bad, in with the good. 

Bloggers, you have a gift! You love to write! Use that opportunity to exhort, encourage, 
celebrate, and build the Kingdom. You may not get as many retweets. That’s okay. 

Ultimately, all that we do should be for the audience of One. 



	
+++	
	
Dave Benson as a really positive example of rethinking worship, linking it to work, and disability which subverts the performance 
culture, check out https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7ymxW3rndk ... features Josh Garrells ... the project it comes from is 
fantastic: "In June, musicians, pastors, writers, and scholars from around the country gathered together in NYC to collaborate on a 
series of worship songs for a new worship record themed around faith and vocation." ... See Porter's Gate Worship Project for 
more: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSKl7BX0sHpKJFc3lC7Sy9Q ... and also https://www.licc.org.uk/resources/whole-
life-worship/ for the London Institute of Contemporary Christianity's project to reorient worship for whole life discipleship. 
	
Dave Benson Hi Darren, thanks for the addition (albeit not on my blog!, but I'll add my voice to Rei's). I find helpful this blog's 
emphasis on constructive comments, how to work with what's there (rather than just criticising), and calling out the good. All 
valuable. I find it unhelpful that it essentially shuts down a needed discussion that--gauging from the greater interest in this post I 
made with no further framing comment initially, than most anything else I've posted of late--actually drew out constructive 
criticism and perspectives that *should* be heard by (worship) leaders in churches. 
	
Darren Dakers Dave Benson Not sure how it didn't end up on your blog haha. Yeah I think the "shutting down" of a needed 
discussion is a weakness that exists. There is much to be heard and I share similar sentiments with your initial blog post. I love 
being part of creating worship services that help avoid the 'crash' that the article you shared spoke of. I know Christ's Pieces seeks 
to do that too! Praying for you man, so value you, your wisdom and your thinking. Continue blessing the local churches Dave! 
	
Dave Benson Darren thx for sharing mate. The title of that blog piece in the OP was alarmist (click bait which scored many 
nibbles) but it was written for ‘healthy leaders’ who hopefully process this stuff. 
Reading back through it, it was mostly positive giving about ten suggestions to correct the performer/audience/concert dynamic. 
Were there any of these suggestions that you thought were problematic or especially important, from the perspective of a 
thoughtful worship leader? So glad you’re modelling godly leading in this space. Definitely a both/and with worship styles and 
church structures; let a thousand flowers bloom, but let’s prune every bush! 
	
Darren Dakers Yeah those suggestions are pretty helpful and would be a benefit to any worship leader who applied them. 
 
It's nice to hear his honesty, although it sounds like a crash of prides colliding, "Even I didn’t know most of the songs that we 
were supposed to be singing along to at the conference. I tuned out. I sat down. I tweeted. I texted my wife. I gave up." Clearly he 
sounds worn down by the whole thing. 
	
 Andy Coller  Interesting, over the past 11 years I've been in a ton of different church 
services all over the state. The majority are singing songs that the congregation sing 
along with.   
 Does this issue raised increase with congregation size? Seems from my limited 
experience so. (What with auditions to be in the worship team and all).  
 Does the theological bent of the church make any difference? Not sure  
 One thing I have found is that worship style isn't as important as the heart of the people 
present  
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 Stan Fetting  The transition of worship from congregational to a stage show is now 
irreversible I fear. It’s a multi million dollar business. Not so much at smaller churches but 
definitely at larger churches.  
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 Myles Symons  It will take another paradigm shift, but people are intrinsically selfish and 
don't like change unless they are the ones making the change. My feeling is that culture 
has started a change esp in gen y that is opposed to fake , glossy performance based 
worship, they are in to real, authentic, genuine rustic down to earth worship.  
 Downtown railway loft sort of scene.  
 Good luck changing baptist too, have they made the change from congregational yet?  
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 Stan Fetting  If a large church took a different tack and started a ‘trend’ of non 
performance ‘stage worship’ you never know it could catch on because the whole scene 
has traditionally been led by only a few large churches.  
 I remember attending a church in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe and enjoying the African worship 
experience for the first 2 songs and from then on it was Hillsong. The reach and influence 
of certain large churches is ubiquitous in the worship scene.  
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 Myles Symons  I'm over large church, you know that. But you can still pray for me.  � 
 �  �  
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 Dave Benson  thanks for the comment thread ... tend to agree. Personally, I think we 
would do well to theologise less about some of these dynamics, and 
sociologise/psychologise more ... meaning, Ringlemann's effect (spelling) is a basic 
dynamic that says the more people involved in any group/pursuit, the less individual 
ownership/connection/responsibility and commitment. So, there is an automatic bent/bias 
in larger groups (especially given technology mediating to manage dynamics/sound which 
is necessary given numbers) is for people to 'watch' vs. participate.  
 This *doesn't* automatically mean that people aren't participating. For instance, just like a 
liminal feeling at a Cold Play concert, interconnectedness in a stadium with all the people 
raising cell phones and swinging as one, can make for powerful worship 'experiences' in 
a larger group, to some degree that can't be found in a very small group low tech singing 
in the round (which is our experience in my house church). ... The seating plans, all facing 
forward, is another issue ... positions you to watch, like a lecture or concert, rather than 



participate.   
 
 My point - all of these secondary/physical dimensions of the space and style reinforce a 
certain habitus that cultivates certain loves that may work for or against authentic 
worship.  
 
 Stan, like you said, bring on the diversity, through which we appreciated God's unity in 
diversity, refracted through different cultures and styles ... learning to love my neighbour's 
music.  
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 Stan Fetting  In one of the churches I pastored in we had a Vietnam Vet who suffered 
from PTSD and who had played sax in the Navy band. In his twilight years he loved 
nothing more than having a crack at the sax every few weeks on a Sunday morning.   
 
 Some felt that his sax playing sounded like a cat being strangled. Sometimes he'd startle 
his fellow band mates by starting at the wrong spot or going terribly flat. He made a joyful 
noise unto the Lord on some Sundays.   
 
 I loved the fact that there was a place for him in our band, and he loved being able to 
make a contribution to congregational worship.  
 
 He would not get a guernsey in many churches, not even close. When you are running a 
tight stage production with top class musicians ordinary folk like him can no longer make 
a contribution, the show must go on and he wasn't show material. In a church 
denomination that has very little in the way of liturgy when the two key elements of a 
'worship' service are a band and a monologue the congregation are in effect an audience.  
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 Matthew Kerr  When I was coordinating music for a sunday night meeting for a bit I found 
I was fairly conflicted what to do with 'sax man'. oddly there seemed to be plenty of 
people keen to get up on stage and give it a crack without much interest in honing their 
craft themselves or receiving feedback on their performance. Others put in an effort but 
still brought disharmony to the sound. I was definitely tempted to start auditioning, and I 
still wouldn't rule it out.  
 
 But mostly my solution was to roster disruptive musos on infrequently and turn them 
down, and to have our best musos rostered on as often as they were willing. The idea 
was to raise the bar of expectation, that we give our best; to remove the idea of 
entitlement, the stage is for serving and if we truly want to worship God we don't need to 



be rostered on; and to encourage members to play to their strengths in serving the 
church, maybe they aren't cut out to be a muso and they should focus on serving in some 
other capacity. Part of my approach was based on the concept of specialist musicians of 
temple worship, sons of korah.  
 
 But I wholeheartedly agree that this seems to easily reinforce the performance/consumer 
feeling about the whole thing, even for the musicians who remain. I would love a good 
resource, and I suspect from the way you drum Dave Benson that you would have some 
useful insights, that exhorts church band members to strive for excellence, not hold back, 
willingly receive criticism, and yet do so through a way of thinking that is not self-
glorifying or commercial but loving and worshipful.  
 
 I think this applies to a lot of christian creative endeavours, like our b-grade movies. The 
competitiveness of secular creative industry creates a level of excellence that I think is 
more appropriate in glorifying God than our mediocre offerings. But we struggle to find 
christian ways of 'competing'.  
 
 I know this is a tangent from the main thread, which I really enjoyed reading people's 
comments!  
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 Write a reply...  
 



 



 
 

 
 Myles Symons  Yes#JMT  
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 Myles Symons  Dave Benson I'm still questioning the place of music in church, the way it 
has been done and is done, I don't particularly like singing, let alone standing up facing a 
stage and singing, in my car to the radio   �, but that's about it. I appreciate good music 
and talent but have always struggled with it being a part of church culture , pushed on me 
and expected of me. There are so many other ways you "worship" our great God - and he 
will except those modes too. Lots more thoughts around this subject, but not for today . 
Thanks for posting.  
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 Dave Benson  agreed regarding worshipping with multiple modalities, styles, senses, etc. 
That said, I think there's something ontologically meaningful about singing ... perhaps 
rooted in God himself (Thomas Carlyle used to say that music is the language of the 
angels; Tolkien rightly mythologised in the Silmarillion about God singing the cosmos into 
existence, with our human story moving from unity, to dissonance, and ultimately to 
harmony as God tunes us in through the Son ... think Jeremy Begbie's work on theology 
of music). Given that singing corporately is cross-cultural and across time, I think it does 
have a pride of place in worship. It's something we learn to love, and are shaped through 
doing. BUT, not to the exclusion of other (equally) formative practices of whole life whole 
body worship.   
 
 Our little church gathering (ChristsPieces.org) meets outdoors in the round, and we have 
loads of silence, joining the bird song, nature reflection, some poetry, etc. ... all part of 
worship. And our Open Table gatherings emphasise embodied weekly practices that are 
ways of forming our bodies and habits and heart to live toward the kingdom of God. 
Would love a load more diversity.  
 
 When I was leading youth group way back when, I framed worship around Isaiah 6: 
bringing all that we are to see all that God is, for the sake of the world. These three 
movements became a template, calling for one major creative activity in each movement, 
e.g. creative confession, creative appreciation of God's character, and creative extension 
for the sake of the world. Jamie Smith in Desiring the Kingdom also has some great stuff 
on the template of worship, with call to worship, etc. Lots of imagination can happen in 
this space.  
 



 Also love the songs of Josh Garrells, e.g. Christ Has No Hands But Yours ... this was part 
of a work and worship project, whole album came out of this ... trying to put them back 
together (cf. London Institute of Contemporary Worship's Whole Life Worship Project for 
a similar angle).  
Manage 

 
 Christ's Pieces 
 CHRISTSPIECES.ORG  
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 Caleb Lloyd  Dave Benson Good youth group that was, too!   ;)  
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 Dave Benson  all the better for your contributions!!  
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 Sharon Alexis  We went to a catholic service (oldest son's friend was becoming 
confirmed) and they had a large choir that was to the side of the stage. It was really quiet 
nice. Pretty sure children were in it as well  
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 Dave Benson  reminds me of Taize service in France, where the brothers sit in the centre, 
all spread around the outside, and where the songs are musically lead from and Scripture 
read from moves around, to decanter us. Part of why we worship in the round, and if 
using technology, have a screen on either side so we're not consistently looking one 
direction--as this unidirectionality reinforces a clergy-laity/profesional-amateur divide that 
hinders everyone participating.  
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 Steven Hart  Singing should be part of Church  
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 Dave Benson  no disagreement from me, Steven. What would you change, if anything, so 
worship better forms God's people and gives God praise? What positive developments 
have you seen of late?  
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 Steven Hart  More down to earth sermons?  
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 Vicki Mack  I always thought the musicians should be amongst the worshippers as the 
musos are amongst the community in a number of ethnic community celebrations. But 
that didn’t seem to compute when I mentioned it to pastors several times in the past 20 
years. I love the corporate worship, however, and make it about my communion with God, 
inviting him to submerge the outer things and my own inner thought distractions.  
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 Dave Benson  I firmly believe in the priesthood of all believers, and have found this a 
strength of early Quaker and Brethren forms of worship ... silence, waiting on God, 
genuine contribution from all people, apart from which the service literally can't go on ... a 
dependence on God's presence and guidance during the time gathered, where all bring 
their gifts/offerings so that only together do we look like Christ. I think it's the 'come and 
watch' aspect that is most counter formative today--spectator church vs. a family.  
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 Vicki Mack  Agree  
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 Dave Benson  Vicki Mack some of our rationale and form of gathering is at 
christspieces.org/quarry  
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 Dave Benson  Steven Hart sure on sermons, but I would love more Scripture engagement 
as a congregation, to hear the Spirit's leading out of a passage for a corporate word as 
the body united, vs. just leaving it up to individuals to find what it means for him or her 
personally. I would also love to see--as the Lord commended, or was it suggested?--that 
we practice the Lord's supper every time we meet together. On this front, I think many 
Protestants got the wrong end of the Reformation stick, that the high point of our time 
gathered is rational engagement with a sermon/monologue, vs. a community coming 
together to take into themselves the grace of God (sacramentally, though not necessarily 
salvifically) consuming the body and blood of Christ. It's like we think that because we 
understand what the elements represent, that we don't really need to take them weekly, 
as we got the point last time we ate. ... the 'point' is communion, intimacy, entering the 
family, covenant renewal, reminding ourselves of our storied-identity and mission, and 
receiving grace to continue on ... not simply thinking about it.  
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 Steven Hart  Yes I agree Dave great suggestion  
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 Vicki Mack  Looks really interesting Dave. I have been in a house church/organic situation 
previously and I'd like to visit at some stage.  
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 Dave Benson  Vicki Mack always welcome   �  
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 John G. Stackhouse Jr.  Dave, my observation and then a prediction. Observation: 
"Worship leader" as a full-time job is a very recent artifact of very recent fads in 
evangelical worship, fostered particularly by Hillsong--which shows how recent it is. (Even 
Willow Creek and Saddleback, previous trendsetters, don't have this phenomenon.) Most 
churches have never wanted to employ a full-time band leader--and that's all most 
worship leaders are: not *worship* leaders, but band leaders--and most won't keep doing 
it.   
 
 Why not?  
 
 We are approaching "peak worship-as-singalong-concert." The addition of EDM is the 
latest attempt to add energy to the situation, and it's not obvious where you go from there 
once bass & percussion dominate as they increasingly do: all rhythm, hardly any melody, 
and the thinnest of lyrics--who cares who's singing? Let's dance!  
 
 Prediction: The job as job won't last another 20 years. People now training in Christian 
schools to be "worship leaders" will have little-to-no employment prospects very 
shortly...UNLESS they develop into true liturgists, people who know about church 
worship in different times, places, and traditions, and can bring out of a storehouse of real 
learning treasures new and old.  
 
 I talked to one of my classes today about the dialogical nature of traditional Christian 
worship, from a collect to confession to absolution to Scripture readings to responses to 
hymns/songs to sermon to replies to tithes&offerings to benediction...and what most of 
them know instead is this: sing/dance/groove a lot, listen to a speaker a lot, maybe tithe, 
sing some more, and leave. You can't boil things down much more, so something's gotta 
give.  
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 Sandeep S Jadhav  Dear John G. Stackhouse Jr. - do you have something written on "the 
dialogical nature of traditional Christian worship," that you would be willing to share? I 
hear and share the concern of the article, but would also like to hear more about a path 
forward. I like the phrase you used "true liturgists."  
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 John G. Stackhouse Jr.  I don't think I have written anything on that--it's pretty basic 
stuff in the history of liturgy, but you're right to ask and, given how unknown it is to so 
much of my evangelical tribe, maybe I will. Thanks for the nudge!  
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 Sandeep S Jadhav  John G. Stackhouse Jr. I think that will be helpful to many. Maybe it's 
time for "another memo to..."   �  
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 Dave Benson  thanks so much for adding your voice - Amen!! Totally agree with your 
analysis/prediction! The dialogical nature reminds me of the architecture in most 
monastery chapels ... two rows, facing each other, e.g. Benedictine, reciting Psalms with 
response. Calls us into the dynamic of a perichoretic God. I do, though, like the idea of 
'worship leaders' being those who bring treasures old and new out of the church's 
storehouse, to form people in this time and space.   
 
 I fear instead that Neil Postman's 'Amusing Ourselves to Death' critique applies just as 
much to church culture as microcosm of wider society ... we're addicted to novelty, and 
have dressed this ill-discipline/lack of patience up as 'authenticity' when actually it's just 
thinness of character and worship culture.  
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 Rei Lemuel Crizaldo  One if the possible bottomlines of today's worship crisis is the 
consumerisation of Christians as customers coming to worship services to "watch and be 
entertained." In many ways than one, "audiences" are shaped by the forces that in the 
first place gave birth to it, ie., Market forces. That consumer habit will prove to be hard to 
break until lately when another force entered the scene and made its contribution -
interactive social Media. More and more, people are finding the need to be interactive and 
not merely sitting (or staring) in the pews like a couch potato. That culture, however, 
comes with an entire set of habits too...  
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 Rei Lemuel Crizaldo  I think the danger that N. Postman points to is that of a passive 



audience given birth by mass media. The worship as entertainment culture might be a 
product of this era.  
 
 In today's age of digital media, the social habit that the church (and liturgist) might need 
to contend with is the insistent demand by 'netizens' to be able to manipulate and 
customize that which they have chosen to be "part" of.  
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 Sandeep S Jadhav  Dave Benson I've sometimes mentioned it in my preaching but still 
it's a challenge - how do we help people move from a mindset of entertainment to a 
desire for "communal encounter with the living God." When we talk about eternity - I 
wonder what fills people's imagination - a never ending american style concert with loud 
guitars and drums? or everything in heaven and earth experiencing the glory of God?  
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 Dave Benson  Sandeep S Jadhav lovely to see your name pop up   :) Hope you're well 
brother!  
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 Dave Benson  Rei Lemuel Crizaldo insightful, thankyou  
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 Rei Lemuel Crizaldo  Dave, thanks for initiating this thread.   ;)  
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 Dave Benson  Sandeep S Jadhav agreed ... part of the problem, though, is that we're 
using a medium (one person talking to/at others) that doesn't align with the message 
(lamenting that people come and spectate while one person does everything, usually 
talking). We need more participatory *ways* not just more engaging *messages* to form 
the body.  
 
 Think of it like exercise. If the church gathered exists to give glory to God and grow in the 



image of Christ for the sake of the world God loves, then we actually have to *exercise* 
these gifts while gathered. I don't get fit going to the gym and watching others push 
weights ... I need to train, and give, and be stretched. Fundamentally, just like education, 
without some level of participation/constructivist pedagogy, we get better at critiquing 
what we're seeing, but no fitter in the doing.  
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 Sandeep S Jadhav  Dave Benson I'd like to hear more but will continue the conversation 
via personal message - would like to hear how we can foster "participatory" worship - I 
like your gym analogy and might use it sometime   :)  
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 Bill White  · Friends with John G. Stackhouse Jr.  
 Thinking conversation a few years ago on worship vs entertainment. Hmm.  
 Have the crows come to rest?  
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 Matthew Taylor  People vary. Me? I like a church where I can chat with people I know for 
10-15 minutes before a service, 10 minutes of music/singing to get in the mood, 30 
minute sermon (longer if the speaker is good), 10 minutes of music/singing to wrap up, 
then an hour of chatting over coffee/tea/snacks after. Even better if the post sermon chat 
session is unpacking the sermon content.  
 
 This last part: unpacking the sermon content is the most important. It's where the real 
connections and learning is done.   
 
 By comparison, the church service format doesn't matter.  
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 Esther Cathie  · Friends with Stan Fetting  
 Kathryn Pitman  a good article to read. The following comments also make good reading.  
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 Mark Farrell  · Friends with Myles Symons  
 True worship is to be like. To worship Christ with all is to become Christ like.  
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 Aleem Shaun Ali  I’d suggest this is a symptom of a church culture that is about drawing 
people unto itself, rather than pointing people to Christ, equipping and sending them out. 



Frequently, the greatest call to action is come and serve ‘in’ the church rather than 
understanding the vocations of the people who are gathered in front of the band and 
grappling with the right key in which to sing. The current state and direction of ‘worship’ is 
a cultural symptom, not the cause.  
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 Dave Benson  I think you're right Aleem ... singing the same tune with you (rather than 
watching someone sing it on stage   ;) )  
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 Janice Jones  Very Interesting Article Dave Benson however instead of focusing on the 
performer How about focusing on the servant heart Most Worship teams and leaders 
know that if it is only based on Performance they will crash and burn God won’t bless and 
it will come across as false and forced Worship is a lifestyle not just attendance at church 
on Sunday and Teams that shock horror dare rehearse and present their best offerings 
are to be commended not criticised God Blesses our best offerings and will spit out the 
mediocre and false  
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 Dave Benson  hi Janice, thanks for adding your voice. Certainly, excellence in the gift isn't 
to be despised. In a large church setting, I believe it is honouring to God to practice, and 
do the best we can with skill. Heart definitely matters, alongside right fit to lead (just like 
God inspired artisans in the OT to craft the tabernacle).   
 
 That said, the bigger issue being addressed here is whether the dynamics of corporate 
worship with a stage and amplification tend to form or deform us, moving us toward or 
away from the purpose of worship. I've seen big church worship do *both* so it's certainly 
not a case of size. But with size come certain dynamics/tendencies ... e.g. the larger the 
space, higher the stage, more people, lower lights, automatically signal that this is a 
concert, making most musicians feel more pressured to perform, and most concert goers 
prone to expect quality performance, apart from which it gets hard to 'worship'. This 
dynamic happens even if the leader has the best heart in the world.   
 
 Again, not about good or bad, but how to modify whatever structure/format we have, so it 
may work for good and address the deformative power of certain practices.  
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 Will Jim  I qualify as a grey nomad travelling throughout Australia, I'm current;y in 
Tasmania and am finding that the falling away from Christianity is serious, my generation 
have felt to let their children find there own way,I wonder if they were expected to change 
their own nappies.PHEW what a mess and the same has happened in the spiritual life of 
the young, Baptism is where the parent promises to bring their children up in the ways of 
the Lord, but have neglected this to live there own lives to suit themselves., Worship 
music in the church was only ever intended to help people to get their minds away from 
the world and the difficulties that they have gone through in the previous week so that 
they would then be relaxed to open their hearts to worship enabling them to be grateful 
for the blessings that they were able to receive.  
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 Brian Ducille  'let their children find there own way, I wonder if they were expected to 
change their own nappies.' I like that. Too much freedom leads to no freedom but tyranny 
of the self.  
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 Rei Lemuel Crizaldo  Don King, Rigel, something you may want to reflect on and share as 
well. The thread is rich with insights.   ;)  
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 Chris Lawrence  This is an awesome article but must confess Inam torn. As someone 
who plays the electric guitar in church, the modern song from a certain mega church in 
NSW is both compellingly contagious, but also theologically frightening. I must confess 
that I have been guilty of performanceism but I also enjoy worshipping with my entire 
being. The line for me is definatly blurred. I find some songs so repugnent that i refuse to 
listen to them. But i also love the old hymns that are not written with the guitar in mind let 
alone an electric one... Its a tough balancing act.  
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 Dave Benson  agreed, Chris. I take comfort, as a drummer, knowing that banging loud 
objects is commended in the Psalms!! As I shared in response to Janice above, I don't 
think it should be about yay or nay to large worship gatherings, amplification, technology, 
etc. But, following Marshall McLuhan, Neil Postman, and Jamie Smith (e.g. You Are What 
You Love) more recently, it is about coming in with eyes wide open as to the ways that 
every service style forms and deforms us ... for individuals to subversively practice 
counterreformation, and for leaders to try to forge a both/and that diversifies worship for 
the good of all and the glory of God. ... try throwing in some silence, or lament, or spoken 
word, mixing it up, checking songs through a filter of formation, having lights fully on and 
celebrating our community rather than just mood lighting with smoke machine and eyes 
shut to pretend it's just me as an individual and Christ, with no-one else from his body 
present (fostering consumerism and individualism), etc. ... the formative power of 
practices is what's missing, largely because we're so focused on the message that we've 
ignored the medium.  
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 James Greenfield  You're a drummer, Dave? Makes sense, but I had no idea (or I've 
foegotten). Thanks for this thoughtful discussion. Went to Kate's grave site this morning, 
and two parents of a young woman who also died in a car accident were visiting with their 



daughter just two plots over. They played Hillsong worship songs off their phone and it 
was beautiful (despite the ads). The birds didn't chime in until the carrillon in a tower 
nearby started playing a hymn. The birds may have just been alamed at the loud 
recording, or by another bird invading their tree. Hard to say, but I appreciated all of it: the 
hymn, *and* the produced and choreographed moments (R)   
 trademark of Hillsong. It helped us grieve together.  
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 Dave Benson  James, thanks for your reflection; poignant picture. Gut wrenching too. 
Praying for you my friend.  
 Yes, I find all styles of worship music can draw me toward God... much in Hillsong and 
large church corporate worship I love. Hopefully the meandering thread was less about 
what’s in and out, and more being aware of how worship in any setting can form and 
deform us.  
 Take care, Dave  
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 Matthew Littlefield  Personally I think it has already largely crashed. How many of these 
new songs sound almost exactly the same. Songs which lack soul will not inspire people 
to sing.   
 
 The professional evangelical music scene has done to music what maccas did to food in 
50's and 60's. I think we are starting to come out of it though. I love that my church has 
its own unique flavour. It doesn't try to copy the latest thing or the oldest thing. I think 
more and more churches are moving this way and it's good.  
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 Daniel Mobbs  David Ireland  
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 Stephanie Hill  Try to do my best to educate worship leaders on how to serve the 
congregation when I run workshops. Always happy to provide info on congregationally 
friendly keys. Unfortunately so many worship leaders are volunteers who haven’t studied 
music and don’t know how to change a key, many musicians learn off recordings (it’d be 
ideal if we started recording in friendly keys too!) and also wouldn’t know what the vocal 
range of an average human is. Also worth noting the average vocal range of females has 
changed significantly in the last 60ish years!  
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 Dave Benson  thanks Steph - very glad for your informed comment as a musician (who is 
*awesome*!! - hope that's working out in Melbourne), and worship leader with a sensitive 
heart for God and people  
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 Julian Smith  I grew up in charismatic churches that embraced each new iteration of 
contemporary worship music. I played in bands (multi instrumentist) on week nights and 
weekends as a hedonist and turned up on Sunday to lead the congregation into the "holy 
of holies". Hopeful that the cocaine and guilt didn't show. The genuine thanks lavished on 
me for my "annointing" and sensitivity "to the spirit" made me feel like a wretched 
manipulator. It was pure performance. I lost all faith in the modern worship phenomenon. 
What bothered me most was the insistence that this was the primary congregational way 
to "experience the presence of God". And I, bemused, worked the crowd, just like every 
other gig. I mean, I bought into the lie, that this was an appearance of God that couldn't 
be replicated any other way, but I also felt a horrendous fake. Needless to say, "Friday 
night running, Sunday on my knees" couldn't last and I found a form of church singing I 
could stomach in an old Presbyterian church with an organ and some crusty old theology-
rich hymns. I've moved on from that but never again can I enjoy the slick megachurch 
approach. Especially as it insists that a (possible) experience of God is the primary 
corporate experience of God.   
 
 "I just want you close your eyes and sing to Jesus in your own words as the band 
plays...."  
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 Dave Benson  thanks so much for your gut wrenchingly honest take Julian. It's always 
hard to say stuff like you have, as it could be (mis)read as reducing *all* Sunday service 
music dynamics to sociology, emotion, crowd dynamics, etc. I think the point we're both 
making is we're blind/naive to so spiritualise 'worship leading' that we entirely ignore 
these very human dynamics, as though they have no bearing on the what and why of 
congregational singing. Our present form of worship is a different member each week 
choosing two songs that speak to them bouncing off the theme/passage in the lectionary 
for the week, then introducing them and either playing them on guitar or a simple speaker 
... we sit outdoors in the round, and quite often use Taize meditative 'chants', Josh 
Garrells stuff, etc., so it's fresh each week, but gets greater diversity than what we would 
have if it was just me each week choosing out of my experience. Another area the 
priesthood of all believers should play a big part.  
 
 Again, massively appreciate you sharing this. Blessings, Dave  
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 Julian Smith  Your approach sounds refreshing. The diversity of "song choosers" (as 



priesthood of all believers) and the simplicity of ceremony sounds great. I hope not to be 
misread as criticising congregational singing or even the entranced state that comes with 
music and group movement. Such a deeply patterned, connected experience is obviously 
a powerful (and inbuilt) part of religion, dramatising something profound about "being". 
It's hard (and maybe inappropriate on my part) to make an offhand thread reply about 
something so complex. Hopefully understood as more than just writing off the whole thing 
as a fabrication.  
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 Liz Jones  Hey Julian, thanks also for your raw honesty. I also quit my church's band, 
feeling pressured to perform certain rituals which felt unnatural to me, in order to facilitate 
bringing "the presence of God". I still attend a similar style church, but baulk at being on 
the music team because of the lights/smoke/expected physical gesturing. This makes me 
sad, because I think there is certainly space and example in our faith to practise noise 
making/movement/physical symbolism in our worship of God, but I feel uncomfortable 
with this being put forward as "the" way in a corporate setting, and that if you're not, then 
you aren't really "reaching out to God". Interestingly reading Galatians this morning about 
the freedom of the gospel to create Christians without enforcing the cultural form that this 
might take. Blessings.  
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 Dave Benson  Julian Smith certainly how I took it, positively and constructively ... just 
aware that these are hard words to hear from people whose experience of large church 
corporate worship has been pivotal in their experience of faith. You said it real well   :)  
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 Dave Benson  Liz Jones thanks for sharing ... still hoping to hang out with you one of 
these years!  
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 Chris MacLeavy  Hi Dave, sadly at the point that I'm trying to click on the article I'm 
getting a crashed page, so I'm commenting sans context. I've just finished reading Keith 
& Kristyn Getty's 2017 book, Sing! It offers a lot of valuable direction for worship in the 
context of both church and family, and might offer some balance for some of the things in 
this article (which I'll keep attempting to read).  
 My brief review here: http://www.chrismacleavy.com/2017/10/sing/  
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 Dave Benson  thanks mate, much appreciated   :) ... would like to think we had a small 
part to play in crashing the web page!! Hopefully (as seen in the thread above), I've both 
affirmed the place (maybe even pride of place) of singing in corporate worship, *and* 
challenging both the way in which it is done and how it at times displaces other (equally) 
formative practices. Blessings, Dave  
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 Will Jim  Times are getting desperate and because we inherit some of our Fathers heart, 
the love that we inherited is for all mankind causing us at some times reaching out when 
we see response, it encourages us even more, I loved your old mans leading, he pulled a 
tear from me often when I was being setting me free from the strains of life that were 
challenging me at the time.  
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 Dave Benson  Will Jim thanks for sharing ... encouraging   :) Hope you're well  
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 Dave Benson  thanks Chris, great review - sounds like a useful resource  
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 Sandy Burman  Hey Dave, I have not been able to read the article but I've read all the 
comments. Since moving to Nth Qld we have been worshipping at a little COC at Vincent 
- a very low socio economic area. I love that we share in communion each week. 
Remembering God's goodness and grace. They have a small worship team & sing both 
old and new songs. Introduction of new songs is deliberately slow as some of our 
Indigenous kids have Fetal Alcohol Syndrome so they take longer to learn the words...so 
my heart soars when we're making sandwiches for the local school and I hear the girls 
singing worship songs to the Lord. What a joy. It's all about the heart. The worship team's 
loving heart of service does indeed bring us into the throne room. Pray for me as I have 
been asked to serve as a worship leader next year. God has yet to confirm this within my 
heart.....more of him...less of me. Jesus says..."follow me, learn from me, remember me" 
Worship....we were made for it. Pic is of Fred who got fluid drained off his lungs so he 
could play his harmonica in church!  
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 Dave Benson  that's a gorgeous post/share Sandy ... love your community!! Sounds like 
the kind of diverse crew Jesus hung out with   :) Praying for you now. Keep encouraging 
the harmonica players!!  
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 Manami Aoyagi  You are Jesus Christ truly place. Just thinking Jesus Christ.  
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 Gary Alan Cook  you can find the article here also; https://churchleaders.com/.../175020-
jamie-brown...  
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 Corinna Nairn  I remember having a big chat with you about this, Dave, standing near that 
piano at your house.   
 Gave me a whole new outlook on worship, which has stayed with me all these years.  
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 Dave Benson  Great memories, Corinna ... love your heart for worship, and such fond 
memories of leading worship with you and Andrew, Peter and the crew, at PGCC.  
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 Aaron Needer  Bradley Challenor some food for thought. Both article and comments.  
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 Sandy Burman  Hope all is well with you Aaron.  
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 Dave Benson  as a really positive example of rethinking worship, linking it to work, and 
disability which subverts the performance culture, check out 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7ymxW3rndk ... features Josh Garrells ... the 
project it comes from is fantastic: "In June, musicians, pastors, writers, and scholars from 
around the country gathered together in NYC to collaborate on a series of worship songs 
for a new worship record themed around faith and vocation." ... See Porter's Gate 
Worship Project for more: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSKl7BX0sHpKJFc3lC7Sy9Q ... and also 
https://www.licc.org.uk/resources/whole-life-worship/ for the London Institute of 
Contemporary Christianity's project to reorient worship for whole life discipleship. 	
	


